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Abstract
Electron cyclotron emission from nonthermal electron distributions has been
measured with a vertical view and control of multiple reflections. The observed in-
tensities at the first few harmonics provide information which can be used to deduce
the electron distribution function. Although harmonic overlap restricts the detail
which can be obtained when the distribution is very energetic, a fitting procedure
enables useful results to be obtained. The distribution functions during ohmic run-
away and lower hybrid current drive and heating are presented. The current drive
distributions are not inconsistent with theoretical Fokker-Planck calculations, giving
perpendicular and parallel 'temperatures' around 60 keV and 200 keV respectively.
The runaway distributions are quite similar.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In plasmas with anisotropic velocity distribution of electrons, the knowledge
of the exact shape of the distribution is of great interest. In lower hybrid heated
tokamak plasmas for example, the electron 'tail' which receives almost all the radio
frequency (RF) energy may contain a considerable fraction of the total plasma
kinetic energy, as well as carrying essentially all the current. Hence, diagnostics to
measure f(p) in these situations are essential to the understanding of the plasma
behavior.
Since the ECE spectrum is very sensitive to high energy electron populations,
it is well suited for their detection; however detailed analysis of the distribution
function has proven very difficult.
Theoretical expressions exist for the spontaneous electron cyclotron emissivity
from arbitrary energetic distributions, taking into account the effect of the cold
background plasma [1]. Numerical calculations provide insight into the variation in
the emissivity with the propagation angle, plasma density, and other parameters of
the model distribution, e.g., the Maxwellian temperature and its shift [2]. Theoret-
ical works narrower in focus have investigated anisotropic distributions of specific
types (e.g., runaway and RF current drive) to provide approximate analytical re-
lationships between the emission and the distribution [3,4]. These allow simplified
interpretations which are, in some cases, made possible by the a priori assump-
tion of the distribution shape based on the physical process of its creation (e.g.,
the lower hybrid current drive wave couples to electrons within a specific energy
range). It is difficult to apply these numerical and analytical models to the actual
measurements because the relationship between the observed intensity and the local
emissivity depends on the specifics of the experimental configuration, including for
example multiple reflections of the radiation. Although numerical investigations
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taking into account the tokamak configuration exist [5,6], such considerations are
probably best treated on a case-by-case basis.
Broadly speaking, the nonthermal emission spectrum can be divided into two
main regions. At low harmonics, discrete harmonic structure in the spectrum re-
mains, while at high harmonics the spectrum becomes essentially a continuum owing
to extreme harmonic overlap. The continuum spectral region is less sensitive to the
exact viewing geometry in general, but it provides only two spectral slopes (extraor-
dinary (X) and ordinary (0) mode). Therefore, the information about f(P) that
can be deduced is limited. The discrete harmonic measurement has the advantage
of a possibility for providing more extensive information but this depends critically
on controlling the field of view.
Continuum spectra have been used to measure a 'temperature' and a loss-cone
or an anti-loss-cone angle on EBT[7] and PLT[8]. Theoretical prescriptions for
distribution function determination from the continuum have been given. These
include the identification of parameter (temperature and characteristic pitch-angle)
space for which either the polarization ratio or the harmonic slope is a sensitive mea-
surement of the parameters, supported by tabulation of numerical results[9,10,11].
The use of low harmonic, discrete spectra to obtain the distribution has been
tried in both mirrors and tokamaks. In mirrors with MeV electrons [12,13], / =
O_± is assumed and a profile of f(y) is deduced from the measurement of the low
harmonic spectrum. In toroidal devices, nonthermal spectra observed using a radial
view have been obtained from numerous machines e.g. [14,15]. The interpretation
is notoriously difficult however, since nonthermal emission from the center and
thermal reabsorption from the outboard side of the toroidal plasma compete at
the same frequencies. In PLT, a vertical view was used more recently to measure
transmission and emission at the down-shifted first harmonic frequency [17]. These
measurements avoided many of the difficulties inherent in the radial view but the
results were fitted by a somewhat artificially constrained distribution function form.
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Multiple wall reflections contaminate most measurements [18]. For the con-
tinuum measurement, the use of the polarization ratio I+/I- (where I+ and I-
are the ordinary and extraordinary mode intensities respectively) requires careful
avoidance of polarization cross contamination, which is only rarely achieved. The
uncertainty of the propagation angle (in multiply reflected radiation) also obscures
the low harmonic structure, despite the numerical models that attempt to account
for wall reflections [19].
Attempts to control the wall reflection take on many forms. With two suf-
ficiently large windows at opposite ends of the confinement chamber, a carefully
aimed and focussed viewing chord will avoid the wall reflection but some dielectric
reflections from the windows will remain [20]. A similar approach is possible with a
single aperture and a retro-reflector (usually a spherical mirror) at the target area
of the vacuum vessel [7,21].
The Alcator C vertical viewing ECE diagnostic was conceived in an attempt to
obtain more detailed information about the electron velocity distribution from the
first few ECE harmonics. A detailed description of the theoretical principles have
been given elsewhere [22]. Here, a simplified summary is given to illuminate the
concept. When a perpendicular ECE spectrum from a region of constant magnetic
field is measured, the frequency broadening is dominated by downward shifts in
frequency due to the relativistic mass increase,
1(1
where f) = qB/m,, the rest-mass fundamental cyclotron frequency, and y = (1 -
02)1/2, the relativistic factor. In this way, electrons can be discriminated according
to their total energy. To determine the pitch-angle distribution of the electrons
at each of these energies, harmonic or polarization ratios of emissivity, which are
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sensitive to the distribution anisotropy, are measured at each energy level. For
example
_(3w) j+(2w)
or 2 (2)j2(2w) j2 (2w)
are measured. Here, j: (w) is the emissivity from the l-th harmonic in the ordinary
(+) or extraordinary (-) mode at frequency w. With this anisotropy informa-
tion in hand, a single harmonic spectrum can then be used to deduce the absolute
number density of the distribution for each energy. Perpendicular emission can-
not provide information on any parallel-anti-parallel asymmetry, but measures the
'forward/backward-average' of the distribution. This is an important limitation,
but does not prevent us from obtaining information which is still very useful.
We use a parameterization of the distribution function which lends itself to the
analysis we shall use. We write
f(sP) = f,(p)fe(p, OP) (3)
where f, is the phase space density of electrons at momentum p and fe is the
pitch-angle (6,) distribution of electrons at p, for which we assign a form
fe = L exp{-A cos',} (4)
where L is the normalization constant such that
ffe(p, 0) sin OdO, = 2 (5)
A single anisotropy factor, A(p), thus determines the pitch angle variation of the
distribution at each p. A positive A implies a loss-cone type of distribution (oblate in
shape), and a negative A implies an enhancement in the parallel direction (prolate).
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When A = 0, the pitch-angle distribution is isotropic. In the case of extreme
anisotropies, | A 1>> 1, this choice of fe approximates a guassian spread along
plj = const.(A << -1), or p' = const.(A >> 1).
The critical requirement for this diagnostic is that frequency broadening mech-
anisms other than the relativistic broadening be eliminated or contained to man-
ageable levels. It is for this reason that the vertical view through the center of a
tokamak plasma is employed to suppress field and Doppler broadening.
To insure isolation of this viewed region, an efficient microwave absorber (view-
ing dump) [23] is used to suppress the wall reflected radiation. Such a dump must be
placed inside the Alcator C vacuum chamber, which requires it to be compact, vac-
uum compatible, and to be able to withstand the high particle and heat fluxes. The
restricted access of Alcator C also necessitated novel approaches to the focussing
optics design, as described elsewhere [24].
In Section II, the apparatus and some representative measurements obtained
from it are presented to show the performance of the diagnostic. In Section III, the
fairly complicated methods of distribution function determination, necessitated by
the presence of harmonic superpositions, are discussed. Results of f(p) analyses
are presented in Section IV for representative lower hybrid current drive and low
density ohmic discharges.
II. MEASUREMENT
The vertically viewed ECE is measured by the apparatus whose elevated and
plan views are shown in Fig. 1. This system was designed with an emphasis on
achieving a narrow collimated view through the center of the plasma[24]. Compact,
vacuum compatible viewing dumps have been developed [23] and placed at the
bottom of the vacuum chamber. The frequency spectrum is obtained every 15 ~ 20
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ms by the rapid scan polarizing Michelson interferometer - InSb detector system,
calibrated to an accuracy of approximately ±15% in the range 200 ~ 700 GHz
(0 ~ 311 for typical Alcator Operation).
Maximum use of the limiter shadow region of the Alcator vacuum chamber was
made at each stage of operation so that the dump size differed significantly between
lower hybrid current drive experiments at a (minor radius) = 16.5 cm for which
the dump dimensions were 7 x 7 cm and low density ohmic discharge experiments
at a = 11.5 cm for which the dump dimensions were 14 x 14 cm. Comparison
with and without the dump is available only for the a = 16.5 cm plasma, while the
polarization ratio measurements are available only with the a = 11.5 cm plasma.
In Fig. 2 we show two representative extraordinary mode ECE spectra covering
the first three harmonics from BT = 8 T thermal plasmas with the same discharge
conditions having a = 16.5 cm. Trace A (dotted line) was taken with a stainless
steel flat plate in place of the viewing dump and Trace B (solid line) was taken with
the Macor viewing dump. The cyclotron frequency at the center of the plasma is
220 GHz (0).
Focussing our attention on the second harmonic (20), Trace A shows sub-
stantial emission from essentially all major radii occupied by the plasma (48 <
R(cm) ! 80,350 < v(GHz) 580). In this respect, the emission is similar to that
obtained by the horizontal configuration; multiple reflections and the high reflectiv-
ity of the stainless steel are responsible for extending the view. The depression in
the spectrum in the range 430 - 460 GHz is caused by the optically thick resonance
effect where the resonance layer inside the viewing chord decreases the optical pen-
etration [25]. Spectra similar to this have been observed previously in other vertical
viewing experiments [261.
The second harmonic emission of Trace B is dramatically different from A,
and now most of the intensity is concentrated in a narrow peak at 440 GHz with
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a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of 24 GHz. The suppression of emission
outside this peak attests to the effectiveness of the dump in absorbing multiply
reflected emissions that land on it, preventing reflections into the viewing chord.
The FWHM corresponds to ::: 3.5 cm in the major radius direction and we attribute
the broadening entirely to the magnetic field gradient. This width (presumably
near the center of the plasma in the vertical direction) is consistent with diffraction
calculations [24] for our antenna pattern.
The finite intensity outside the narrow peak in Trace B is attributed to re-
flections from the dump, or more likely its frame, since we found that the antenna
pattern is slightly larger than dump size of 7 x 7 cm. The effectiveness of the system
in removing radiation from outside the viewing chord is defined as
IAWI(W)Tiremoval = I() '(6)
where subscripts A and B refer to the traces, and the range of w excludes the
resonance inside the viewing chord. Measurements of 77remoal from the spectra of
Fig. 2 and other traces in the second harmonic frequency range show 77removal =
90 ± 5%. The magnitude of the variation of the effectiveness over the frequency
range of interest (200 - 700 GHz) is believed to be within the uncertainty.
The third harmonic profile taken without the viewing dump does not show the
depression at the frequency corresponding to the plasma center. This result can be
explained by assuming T3 << 1, where r 3 is the optical depth at the third harmonic,
just as in the radial view. Widths of the third harmonic profiles with and without
the dump are not very different, probably because the emission in this harmonic
is already heavily weighted towards the region inside the viewing chord for two
reasons; (1) the stainless steel plate tends to act as a more efficient retro-reflector
at these wavelengths, and (2) since j oc nT3 for optically thin emission. Thus, it
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is difficult to calculate accurately the system effectiveness in the manner employed
for the second harmonic emission.
The interpretation of the first harmonic spectra is difficult due to the presence
of various layers, such as the upper-hybrid and the right-hand cut-off layers. We
shall therefore note only that emission from the first harmonic exists at frequencies
corresponding to the resonance in the entire plasma (175 ~ 290 GHz) for both
measurements, although with an intensity not too different from the noise level. The
emission measured without the dump is larger by a factor of two probably because
the dump contributes to reduction of the effective wall reflectivity regardless of
whether the viewing chord sees it directly or not.
In Fig. 3(a), we plot a nonthermal spectrum during lower hybrid heating mea-
sured without the viewing dump. In this spectrum, down-shifted first harmonic
emission is seen below 220 GHz (fl), and the broad depression at fl is due to the
thermal absorption. Above 250 GHz, the emission shows a sharp rise with frequency
as the thermal resonance shifts out of the plasma. The emission at these frequencies
and up to 440 GHz (2fl) is primarily the down-shifted second harmonic emission,
but at 360 GHz, the intensity starts to decrease sharply, reaching a minimum at
2fl. This feature between 360 and 440 GHz is the background plasma absorption
profile where the multiply reflected radiation intensity is reduced by the thermal
reabsorption layer present in the plasma. We note that at the outboard edge of
the plasma, the second harmonic cyclotron frequency is 350 GHz, so that the onset
of thermal plasma reabsorption agrees well with the plasma edge frequency. That
the intensity above 2ft does not recover to the level seen below 20 in a symmet-
ric manner probably indicates that the Doppler broadening, normally symmetric
in frequency upshift and downshift, is not a strong contributor, i.e., AG/O << 1.
Thus, we believe the emission above 20 to be mostly from the down-shifted third
harmonic. The dip at 560 GHz is due to an atmospheric water vapor absorption
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line, whose effect is to block out the frequency spectrum, limiting the distribution
function energy range over which the spectrum can be interpreted quantitatively
with full confidence.
In Fig. 3(b), we show a nonthermal spectrum of the extraordinary mode during
lower hybrid heating measured with the 7 x 7 cm dump in place. The down-shifted
first harmonic is seen as before, although the depression at fl is not as wide as in
(a), possibly partly because of the lower density. The narrow peak at 270 GHz is we
interpret as due to the right-hand-cut-off (wR) close to the line-of-sight reflecting the
antenna pattern away from the dump and hence enhancing the observed intensity.
The dip at 380 GHz is due to a weak water vapor absorption line, while the stronger
absorption at 560 GHz is prominent in this spectrum as well. Ignoring the 380 GHz
dip, the emission increases with frequency from just above the wR peak all the
way up to 420 GHz, indicating that no substantial thermal plasma reabsorption
is present. A dramatic discontinuity is seen at 2, and the substantially lower
emission on the high frequency side is consistent with expectations of a purely down-
shifted emission. The finite intensity of the down-shifted third harmonic emission
continuing from above 20 to below is an indication that accounting of harmonic
superpositions is required in the f(p) analysis.
For the a = 11.5 cm plasma, measurements of polarization ratios from thermal
plasmas indicate a higher ordinary mode intensity (I+/I~ = 0.05) in the third har-
monic that can be explained by the theoretical emissivity [25,27]; although much
less than is observed without the dump (I+/I- - 0.5). The 5% polarization ratio is
attributed primarily to slight depolarization in the optical system. When the ordi-
nary mode nonthermal spectra are measured, their intensity is corrected according
to the prescription,
I+'(w) I+(w) - 0.05I-(w) (7)
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to account for the depolarization. As justification for this process, we note that in
the thermal plasmas the depolarization is observed to be approximately indepen-
dent of frequency, and whether it happens along the optical train or at the dump,
the source spectrum (of depolarization) is predominantly the extraordinary mode
emission.
In summary, the apparatus is successful in limiting the radiation from outside
the viewing chord to < 10%, while its limit on the depolarization is 5%, based on
observations of thermal plasma emissions. The ordinary mode nonthermal emission
is thus corrected accordingly, while the extraordinary mode emission is left as is
since no concrete signs of multiple reflections can be observed.
III. METHOD OF DIAGNOSIS
In principle, obtaining the values of harmonic or polarization ratios provides
easy access to the f(p) description. In practice however, harmonic superpositions,
which occur when the l-th harmonic downshifts below the (1 - 1)-th harmonic at
-y = 1/(1 - 1), destroy the unique correspondence between the frequency and the
energy. For the second and the third harmonics that we are interested in, this occurs
at 511 keV and 256 keV, respectively.
In lower hybrid heating plasmas at high densities such as that of Fig. 3(b), the
harmonic superposition is small and f, and A at each energy can be found without
overall constraints on their form. The results of such an analysis are reported
elsewhere [28]. In many cases however, the harmonic superposition is so severe that
such a method breaks down and an aggregate analysis must be performed on the
spectrum, from which several parameters that specify the distributions are found.
We shall concentrate here on these cases.
Our approach basically is to produce a reasonable description of f(p) still based
on the f, and A form, and use a few parameters which can reasonably approximate
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the measurement. To this end, examinations of several candidate forms for f, and
A led to the selection of
f, = f. exp - + (8)
and
A = APB (9)
where the variables f., T, C, A, and B are to be 'measured' [29]. In Eqn.8, the
C-parameter, whose inclusion is essential to improving the fit, simulates the low
energy transition between the thermal bulk and the energetic tail. The form of A
is a simple power of p, providing smoothness and flexibility.
The approach used is to try to optimize the five parameters such that the elec-
tron cyclotron emission spectrum computed from the model distribution best fits
the measured spectrum over specified ranges of frequencies. In consideration of the
highly energetic nature of the distributions, emission from I = 2 to 14 harmonics
are summed in the calculation, while the range of fitted frequency is usually within
1 < W/f < 3. Since the nonthermal emission measured occurred during low densi-
ties, typically wP2 /f 2 < 0.05, the tenuous plasma approximation was used for the
emissivity calculations.
Two computer codes are used: BESTFIT and BESTPAIR. The former fits to
the harmonic ratio of a single mode spectrum while the latter fits to the polarization
ratio of ordinary and extraordinary modes. They use look-up tables of normalized
j, the emissivity, vs. A to execute the optimization.
The optimization criterion is the x, parameter[30], where
'I r. c( w i) (10)
i 1I(I (O
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where v = N - m and where N is the total number of fitted points, which we take
to be the frequency range of the fit divided by the frequency resolution (- 20 GHz),
and m is the number of independent variables (five in our case). I, and IL are the
experimental and computed intensities at wi, and a2 (Ie(wi)) is the square of the
unnormalized uncertainty at wi (typically ±15%). A value of X,, of appraximately
unity implies a statistically sound fit.
These codes were checked for absolute consistency using spectra generated from
Tamor's data [2]. A self-consistency check, i.e., the code's ability to recover an
arbitrary distribution whose ECE was generated using its own data-base has also
been performed, with similar success.
In these diagnoses, the shape of f(-) is constrained by Eqns. 8 and 9 so that
the result is insensitive to narrow frequency fluctuations on the measured spectrum.
Instead, the dominant source of uncertainty is the relative sensitivity calibration of
the down-shifted second harmonic range of frequencies, 1 < w < 2A, to the down-
shifted third harmonic range of frequencies, 211 < w < 31, which we believe to be
accurate to within ±15%. Thus, in order to investigate this effect, BESTFIT and
BESTPAIR were applied to 'distorted' spectra, in which the intensity at the ex-
traordinary mode second harmonic range of frequencies was decreased or increased
by 15%. The results of these distorted analyses show up as error limits flanking
the true solutions of f, and A. The choice of the extraordinary mode second har-
monic as the range of distortion will provide the worst case result since it is the most
dominant in intensity, and its magnitude is more directly reflective of the single har-
monic emissivity due to the smaller superposition compared to the higher harmonics.
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IV. RESULTS
A. Lower Hybrid Current Drive
In lower hybrid current drive experiments on Alcator C, using as much as 1 MW
of 4.6 GHz lower hybrid waves injected by phased waveguide arrays, non-inductive
current of up to I, ~ 200 kA was driven. (Heating of AT, - ATi - 1 keV has also
been achieved) [31,32].
Fig. 4 shows the discharge from which the extraordinary mode vertical ECE
spectrum is analyzed. Five traces show the vertical ECE raw interferogram [37]
data, plasma current (I,), line-averaged density (ft,), hard X-ray, and the loop
voltage (VI..,). The radio frequency pulse is indicated on the I, trace, while the
specific interferogram scan to be analyzed is indicated by an arrow in the vertical
ECE trace.
The consequences of the RF pulse are apparent in all but the ft. trace. The
vertical ECE signal undergoes an order of magnitude increase, while a similar phe-
nomenon is observed in the hard X-ray signal. The current sustainment by the RF
wave is evidenced by the flattening of I, profile and decrease in Vi,,, (to zero) dur-
ing the RF pulse. The nonthermal vertical ECE signal reaches steady-state within
one scan time (< 15 ms) in this discharge. Even though current sustainment by the
RF generated tail implies a high energy electron distribution with strong asymme-
try in the pil direction, this asymmetry cannot be measured by our configuration as
discussed earlier, so that the measured result should be interpreted as the average
of the forward and the backward distributions.
In Fig. 5, we show two vertical ECE spectra, just before and during the RF. A
noteworthy feature of this figure is the vast difference in intensity of the two traces.
Clearly, nonthermal emission from the tail electrons dominate in the upper trace.
The shape of the nonthermal ECE is also quite different from the lower hybrid heat-
ing discharge spectrum of Fig. 3(b), where even though there is depression at the
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second harmonic rest mass frequency, the intensities above and below this frequency
do not exhibit the sharp 'step' feature, seen with the heating discharge spectrum of
Fig. 3(b). This is a consequence of the much broader relativistic spread, resulting
in strong harmonic superpositions. The depression at 211 is created by both the
addition of down-shifted second harmonic emission to the third just below 2fl, and
the thermal reabsorption at 2fl. The peak above 0 shows the wR effect discussed
previously, and below fl is the down-shifted first harmonic emission similar to the
higher harmonics. The water vapor absorption line at 560 GHz is interpolated lin-
early. This procedure gives a good estimate of the intensity to within the calibration
uncertainty. The spectrum above 3M is noise dominated because of the low response
of the detection system.
Fig. 6 shows the measured lower hybrid current drive spectrum and the com-
puter generated ECE. The frequency range over which the fit was optimized accord-
ing to the above prescription is shown by the two horizontal lines near the abscissa.
They correspond to 1.2 < w/fl < 1.9 and 2.2 < w/fl < 2.7, covering much of the
second and the third harmonic down-shifted emission. The substantial harmonic
overlap, especially for the third harmonic, is evident.
The f, and A profiles in the range 10 < E(keV) 250 that generate this
spectrum are shown in Fig. 7. Energy is plotted on the abscissa in these plots so
that Maxwellian temperature can be obtained by straightforward slope fitting in
the f, plot: No ambiguity arises because of the one-to-one correspondence between
the energy and momentum,
E = mec2 2 + 1)1/2 - 1] (11)
(We measure p in natural units of mc).
These results are of a fit with T = 100 keV,C = 40 keV, A = -2.2, and
B = 2.0. At the low energy end, the plot of f, shows a gradual transition in
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slope from the thermal to the tail, introduced by the finite C-parameter. The A
profile shows a somewhat artificially constrained form, with -3 < A < 0, indicating
significant parallel enhancement consistent with expectations of the existence of a
current carrying tail. The dashed lines flanking the solid traces in Fig. 7 show
the possible regions of f, and A values, obtained from an aggregate error analysis
discussed above. The contour plot of this distribution is given in Fig. 8.
B. Low Density Ohmic Discharge
Vertical ECE data from low density ohmic discharges were obtained in the
a = 11.5 cm plasma, with the larger viewing dump. Pairs of identical discharges
have been used to obtain data from the ordinary and the extraordinary modes.
Thus, for this discharge, analysis of two nonthermal spectra obtained from a set of
identical discharges is carried out using both the three-to-two harmonic ratio of the
extraordinary mode and the polarization ratio at the second harmonic. As noted
previously, the ordinary mode spectrum used is processed using the prescription
of Eq. 7. The ordinary mode harmonic ratio is not used in the analysis because
we believe that substantial distortion of this quantity may have resulted from the
post-processing.
The discharge traces from which the spectrum is taken is shown in Fig. 9, in
a format similar to the previous one. The difference here is that the two detector
traces, corresponding to the ordinary and the extraordinary mode measurements
from identical discharges, have been included and the loop voltage trace has been
removed because of its constancy. The density is extremely low for an Alcator ohmic
discharge at f,, < 0.3 x 1020 m- 3 . It is this low density relative to the ohmic induc-
tion that promotes part of the electron population to accelerate, causing 'slideaway'
[34} or 'runaway' [35] discharges. The vertical ECE signals exhibit strong enhance-
ments due to the nonthermal emission throughout most of the discharge. The onset
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of the nonthermal activity coincides with the hard X-ray signal increase, and other
parameters, I,, and ft, both remain roughly constant during the nonthermal activ-
ity, indicating 'steady' energetic tail sustainment. Although the hard X-ray trace
shows steadily increasing periodic structure, the effect responsible for this appears
not to affect the vertical ECE signal, probably because the source of this hard X-ray
activity lies outside the line-of-sight, or the electrons causing this effect are of such
low density or of high energy that this activity cannot be detected by the ECE
system. Essentially identical spectra are obtained during the period 150 - 300 ms.
The two vertical ECE spectra are shown in Fig. 10 Fig. 10(b) shows the X-mode
which exhibits structures similar to the current drive case of Fig. 5, indicating the
presence of emissions from highly relativistic electrons and severe harmonic super-
positions. A notable difference is the apparent absence of the wi peak, presumably
due to the extremely low density of the discharge. The 0-mode spectrum shown
in Fig. 10(a) has a substantially lower intensity than the X-mode throughout the
frequency range, although the harmonic features are similarly identifiable. The 560
GHz water vapor absorption line dips will be filled in as before, but the ones at 760
GHz will be left untouched since they are outside of the fitting range.
For the distribution function deduction, we apply the analysis to the harmonic
ratio and the polarization ratio individually. Fig. 11 again shows the two spectra,
this time plotted on the same scale. The smooth dotted curve overlayed on the
measured X-mode spectrum shows the harmonic ratio fit to the X-mode, while the
dashed curves in the down-shifted second harmonic range of frequencies show the
fit according to the second harmonic polarization ratio. The frequency ranges over
which the fittings were performed are indicated by solid lines near the abscissa.
These ranges are the same as for the current drive case.
The four distribution parameters (excluding f,) that produce these fits are:
For the harmonic ratio,
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T = 100, C = 40, A = -1.25, B = 1.50.
For the polarization ratio,
T = 85, C = 60, A = -5.0, B = -0.15. (13)
As can be seen by the similarity of the fitted curves at the down-shifted second har-
monic range of frequencies in the X-mode, parameters that characterize f, (which
is sensitive to the fit of a single harmonic profile) are not grossly different. The
large differences in A and B arise because A is sensitive to the ratios rather than
the individual harmonic shape.
A single f(p) that produces a fully acceptable fit with both I /I and I /I
could not be found with the present prescription. For these spectra, and for other
low density ohmic discharges in which polarization ratios were measured in general,
the result of BESTFIT underestimates the polarization ratio, i.e., the computed
0-mode using the BESTFIT- derived f(p) is weaker than the measured value.
The result of BESTPAIR, on the other hand, underestimates the harmonic ratios
of both polarizations, i.e., the computed third harmonics using the BESTPAIR
derived f(p) are weaker than the measured values.
The discrepancy between the two distributions is evident in Fig. 12, where both
distribution function parameters, along with the aggregate error analysis results, are
plotted. In this figure, solid lines show the fits from BESTFIT and BESTPAIR, with
labels 'H' and 'P' referring to the harmonic and the polarization result, respectively.
The dotted-line error curves belong to the harmonic ratio result, and the dashed-line
error curves belong to the polarization ratio result. The upper error curve for the
harmonic ratio in the A plot is indistinguishable from the A = 0 axis. The harmonic
ratio error curves are produced using the ±15% distortion on the second harmonic
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(12)
fitting range as before, while for the polarization ratio, distortions of t25% were
introduced to the O-mode intensity. This 25% value takes into account, according to
the error propagation principle, the uncertainty of the post-processing prescription
which consists of the uncertainties in the 5% contamination value and the X-mode
intensity in addition to the uncertainty in the unprocessed 0-mode measurement.
In the figure, the larger distortion value of the polarization ratio result manifests
in the wider space between the polarization error curves. The shapes of fp from the
two fits are quite similar, but with a major discrepancy in the magnitude despite
the fact that computed spectra from the two fits agree well in the X-mode second
harmonic range of Fig. 11. This is due to the large difference in the magnitude of
the pitch angle integrals for each fit brought about by the different A values. As for
the A values themselves, the discrepancy is substantial. The A spectrum from the
polarization ratio should probably be interpreted as a constant A of appromimately
-5. The large negative values of A at the low energy end is probably an artifact
of the fitting process, since the computed 0-mode spectrum does not agree with
the measurement near 211 anyway. In any case, both fits indicate parallel enhanced
distributions as expected, which indicates the presence of high energy electrons
accelerated by the toroidal electric field.
The nature of the discrepancy is consistent with the effects of insufficient ac-
counting of superpositions, as discussed elsewhere[25], so that the true parameters
for f(-) probably lie somewhere in between those in Eqns. 12 and 13. Thus,
although the examination of the two ratios 'bracket' the probable range of f, and
A, precise information is clearly desired.
That calibration uncertainties can cause the discrepancy is evident by noting
how the error boundaries from the two results overlap, essentially throughout the
energy range for f, and at high energies for A. Thus, uncertainties in the measure-
ment are probably responsible for a part of the discrepancy, and because of this,
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we shall choose to take, as our best estimate, the distribution of the harmonic ratio
error curve that lies between the 'H' and the 'P' solid line curves. The parameters
for this distribution are
T = 125, C = 40, A = -3.2, B = 1.30. (14)
In Fig. 13(a), we present the contour plot for this distribution. For comparison,
the contour plots of the two individual ratio estimates, whose parameters are given
in Eqn. 12 and 13 are plotted in Fig. 13(b) and (c). It is seen that the difference
between the two individual ratio results in the latter figure is substantial, while
the two contours Fig. 13(a) and (b), which are not too dissimilar, show a typical
difference as a result of the 15% aggregate distortion analysis also carried out for
the lower hybrid current case.
V. DISCUSSION
The results given above provide a complete parameterization of the distribution
function in so far as it can be determined from ECE. However, because the form
in which we have chosen to describe f(p) is different from that used in other
experimental and theoretical works we now provide a reexpression of our results in
ways that make comparisons easier.
In cases such as ours, when a relativistic discussion is essential, there is no
obvious 'natural' division of the distribution in parallel and perpendicular directions.
For example, a Maxwellian distribution is no longer a Guassian in momentum and
so is not a product of separate functions of pl1 and p1. Also, the Landau resonance is
vj = constant which is not pit = constant. In view of these difficulties, unanimity in
the choice of distribution parameterization is not to be expected. However, we here
choose to present our distributions in the form of a parallel momentum distribution:
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F11 (p1) f21rpdp_ (15)
and a perpendicular momentum spread:
pi)P= j fpi2rjdp±/F(p) , (16)
evaluated on lines of constant pII.
In Figs. 14 to 16 we show plots of these parameters for the three types of
plasma we have studied (including the LH heated cases [28] smoothed according to
the fitting prescription of Eqs. (8) and (9)).
To reduce this data to simple numbers representing momentum spreads as ef-
fective temperatures we adopt the following definitions. The effective perpendicular
temperature, TL, is that number which best fits the expression
f(p±, pi) = foexp -1m+ +p2 (17)
1 2±-(P 11)
along pl1 = const. Similarly T11 is chosen to optimize
F i(ppd) = F exp (18)
Equation (17) has the merit that for an isotropic relativistic distribution TL is equal
to the distribution temperature. Unfortunately this is not true for T11 defined by Eq.
(18), but this definition seems most natural. Relating the T± to (p ) we recognize
that for T1 < m,c 2 the Maxwellian form can be written approximately as propor-
tional to exp[-p mc 2 /2Ty 1g] where -y = 1+± p. Therefore the appraximate
relationship between TL and (_) is:
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Notice the additional factor -yg by which this relationship differs from the normal
nonrelativistic one.
In Table I we summarize Til, TL, the total tail density, ntaa(f F dpl1 ) and several
discharge parameters for the three different plasmas. The T± value is an average
over the energy range. The uncertainties are determined from the extreme of f
obtained in the fitting process. The +0 attributed to Til in the ohmic case is due
to the fact that we have taken the optimum fit to lie between the two solid curves
of Fig. 12, both of which have lower T than the intermediate fit.
In seeking to compare these results with theoretical expectations, particularly
for the lower hybrid cases, the uncertainties, both in our results and in the theory
of the tail, make decisive conclusions difficult. In all three cases, theory suggests
that the tail of the distribution should be very flat in the parallel direction. Our re-
sults confirm this trend but tend to show rather greater negative slope on Fi than
Fokker-Planck calculations indicate[36). Within the uncertainty of our measure-
ments, however, Fil could be flat, for the current drive and runaway cases. It should
be recalled, in addition, that what we measure is the chord-averaged distribution
function, while all the detailed 2 - D Fokker-Planck calculations deal with uniform
plasmas. It is quite possible that spatial variation of Fl1 gives rise to a greater slope
on the chord averaged measurement than would be observed locally.
Of particular interest is the value of T1 . We observe rather higher values than
have been obtained in most Fokker-Planck code calculations for lower hybrid current
drive. However, in the codes, it is observed that TL is strongly dependent on the
assumed wave nl spectral range within the plasma. Since this range may be com-
pletely different from the launched spectrum [371 it is difficult to make meaningful
quantitative comparisons. However, we may gain an estimate of the highest possi-
ble resonant pl (at p± = 0) from considerations of wave accessibility. These give
nl ~ 1.4 => pl ~ 1.0, and ni ~ 1.25 * pl1 ~ 1.33 for the heating and current-drive
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cases respectively, at the discharge center. The bulk temperature is approximately
T, = 1.2 keV in both cases so the thermal momentum is Pth = T,/mec 2 ~ 0.05 (in
units of mec). Therefore we may reasonably estimate PlI/Pth - 20 for the heating
and ~ 27 for the current-drive upper momentum limit. Since fully relativistic cal-
culations covering our case appear not yet to have been published we compare with
the 2 - D non-relativistic study of Fuchs et al[38] which indicates (for Zeff = 1)
Ti ~ 30 keV and TL ~ 45 keV for the two cases in which our measurements give 30
keV and 60 keV. Since the theoretical temperature may be considerably increased
by a value of Zff greater than 1, we may regard these results as not inconsistent.
(Up to Z~ff = 2 may occur in our experiment).
We conclude, then, that it is probably possible to explain the observed TL
on the basis of Fokker-Planck modeling without recourse to additional pitch-angle
scattering mechanisms in the Lower Hybrid cases; although more detailed theoret-
ical comparisons would be helpful. On the other hand, the ohmic plasmas have
distributions strikingly similar to the current drive and in their case the evidence is
very strong that the anomalous cyclotron ('anomalous Doppler') instability plays a
vital role [39].
Independent measurements of the distribution during lower-hybrid current
drive on PLT using x-ray Bremsstrahlung [40] have given comparable values of
Ti/T, (though both temperatures were higher by a factor of about 2). There it
was also concluded that collisional processes could explain the result. A more direct
experimental comparison is possible with the x-ray results of Texter [41] on similar
Alcator C plasmas. He found TL = 85 keV, T11 = 280 keV (in our definitions) as
compared with our values of 60 and 200 keV. The differences here are probably
within the uncertainties of both diagnostic techniques but may also reflect real dif-
ferences in the plasmas, since the x-ray diagnosed plasmas required an RF power




The results from the vertical viewing ECE diagnostic clearly indicate the po-
tential for detailed analysis of the electron velocity distribution. Present limitations
include uncertainties in calibration and the atmospheric water vapor line, both of
which can be improved upon in principle. The inherent problem of harmonic super-
position cannot be alleviated completely, and limits the information available for
very energetic distributions.
Distributions measured during lower hybrid current drive and low density
ohmic plasmas both show substantial parallel enhancement, with the current drive
case having the larger perpendicular spread. Directional temperatures and other
parameters have been given to quantify the distributions' parallel and perpendicular
characteristics. Semi-quantitative comparisons with theory using these quantities
indicate general agreement but a full comparison is difficult owing to the limita-
tions on both the theory and the experiment. Agreement with other diagnostic
measurements appears satisfactory.
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1. Plan and elevation views of the vertical viewing ECE diagnostic system.
2. Extraordinary mode thermal emission measured with and without the dump. (ii, ~
1.7 x 10 20 m-3 , Ip ~ 400 kA, and BT = 8T.)
3. Extraordinary mode nonthermal emission with, (a) BT = 8T, A, ~ 1.0 X 1020
m- 3 , Ip, 200 kA, PRF ~ 500 kW, and without, (b) BT = 8T, f,~ 0.7 x 1020
m- 3 , I p 180 kA, PRF - 400 kW, the viewing dump.
4. Lower hybrid current drive discharge traces. BT = 8T, PRF = 800 kW.
5. vertical ECE spectra before and during current drive.
6. Measured and computed spectra for the current drive discharge. x2 = 0.3.
7. Distribution function parameters for the current drive discharge. (a) f,. (b) A.
8. Distribution function contours for the current drive discharge. Contour magnitudes
are given in log (f,(m- 3 )).
9. Low density ohmic discharge traces. BT = 8T.
10. Vertical ECE spectra from low density ohmic discharges. (a) 0-mode. (b) X-mode.
11. Measured and computed spectra for the low density ohmic discharge. x2 = 0.2 from
the harmonic ratio. x2 = 0.6 from the polarization ratio.
12. Distribution function parameters for the low density ohmic discharge. (a) f,. (b) A.
'P' and 'H' refer to the results of the polarization and the harmonic ratio analyses,
respectively.
13. Distribution function contours for the low density ohmic heating discharge. (a) 'Av-
erage'. (b) From harmonic ratio. (c) From polarization ratio. Contour magnitudes
are given in log (f,(m~3 )).
14. F1 and < pi > as a function of ph for the lower hybrid current drive discharge
distribution.
15. F1 and< p2 > as a function of pl, for the low density ohmic discharge distribution.
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